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INTRODUCTION 
(0.1) On a smooth irreducible projective curve C of genus g > 4 a linear series gi 
is called primitive if it is complete and base point free and if also its dual series 
]Kc - gi] is base point free. The series gi and its dual I&/ (the canonical series of 
C) are called the trivial primitive series, and we always forget them. In [CKM] we 
began a detailed study of primitive series on curves. Using the Clifford index 
cliff(gl;) = d - 2 Y as a natural measure we defined the Clifford sequence C = 
C( C ) of C there, by ordering the cliffs of all (nontrivial!) primitive series of C in 
a strictly increasing sequence. The length I = Z(C) of C is called the primitive 
length of C, and we view it as an invariant of curves C of fixed genus g and fixed 
gonality k. 
Let C denote the general k-gonal curve of genus g. 
If k = 2 (C hyperelliptic) it is easy to see that C = (0) and I = 1. For k = 3 and 
for maximal k, i.e. k = [(g + 3)/2], we proved in [CKM] that the primitive 
length is the same, namely I = [(g - 2)/2]. (However, the related Clifford 
sequences are quite different: C = (1,. , [(g - 2)/2]) for k = 3 and C = 
([(g- 1)/21,...~3)fork= [(g+3)/2].) 
Clearly, for k = [(g + 3)/2], C is the general curve of genus g, and C is easily 
computed by Brill-Noether-theory. So let 3 < k < [(g + 3)/2]. If one would 
know some (sufficient) kind of Brill-Noether-theory for the general k-gonal curve 
of genus g the computation of C would be easy. Unfortunately, it seems not even 
* Partially supported by KOSEF and GARC-KOSEF 
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clear (to us, at the moment’) how to state a complete conjecturefor a Brill-Noether- 
theory on M,,k the irreducible locus of k-gonal curves in M,, the moduli space of 
(smooth) curves of genus g. However, we will make a first attempt to such a 
theory: We prove an existence theorem for complete and base point free pencils 
on C whose Brill-Noether-number is non-negative. This enables us to give a 
precise conjecture for C. 
(0.2) The organization and results of thepaper are as follows. We first examine (as 
we did in [CKM]) the primitivity of the multiples ng: (0 5 n E Z) of the unique 
pencil g; on C. By [B], the dimension of the complete series Hgl is known to be 
dim(ngi)=n for O<n<g/(k-1) while dim(ngi)=nk-g>n for n> 
g/(k - 1). This will be generalized in $1 (cf. Proposition (1.1) which is interesting 
in its own) in order to prove that ngi isprimitivefor alln < (g - 2)/(k - 1). Note 
that this result is the best possible: a (non-trivial) primitive ng; has index of spe- 
cialty at least 2 and must have dimension n (otherwise it would be non-special); 
thus2<h’(ngi)=g-nk+n=g-n(k-l)andsonI(g-2)/(k-1). 
Clearly, for a detailed study of primitive series on a curve one at least should 
know something about the existence of complete and base point free pencils on 
the curve. By [ACl], such pencils on our general k-gonal curve C different from 
the g; must have non-negative Brill-Noether-number. However, as far as we 
know there is no proof that these pencils always exist (recall that 3 < k < 
[(g + 3)/2]). Therefore, we will prove in $2 the following theorem of ‘Brill- 
Noether-type’: 
Theorem (2.2). Let Cbe thegeneralk-gonalcurveofgenusg, 3 < k < [(g + 3)/2], 
and let n < g such that the Brill-Noether-number p,‘(g) = 2(n - 1) - g is non- 
negative (i.e. n > (g/2) + 1). Then 
w,’ # w,’ + Wn-k 
and each irreducible component Z of W,’ dtrerent from W,’ f W, ~ k has the mini- 
malpossible dimension dim Z = pi (g). 
So, in particular, C has a complete and base point free pencil g,‘, for any n E N 
such that (g/2) + 1 5 n < g. One may ask if there is only one irreducible compo- 
nent of W,’ different from W,’ + W, ~ k if p,’ (g) > 0. 
In $3 the theorem just quoted will be used to show that C has aprimitivepencil 
g,’ for any n E N with (g/2) + 1 < n 2 g - 1. Since cliff(g,‘) = n - 2 this implies 
that the ‘upper part’ of C consists of the numbers [(g - 1)/2], ,g - 3. Con- 
cerning the numbers in C which are smaller than [(g - 1)/2] we know from $1 that 
all multiples n(k - 2) < [(g - 1)/2] are among them, and it seems reasonable to 
make the 
’ For example, we even don’t know the ‘gonality sequence’ of C, cf. [CKM], (3.5). 
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Conjecture. C contains no ‘new’ number, i.e. any number in C smaller than 
[(g - 1)/2] is a multiple of the ClifSord-index k - 2 of C. 
It is obvious that the conjecture is true for the biggest k of any interest, k = 
[(g + 1) 121. We will prove in $4 that it is also true for the minimal cases k = 4 and 
k = 5 for k. Note that the conjecture implies that the primitive length of the gen- 
eral k-gonal curve of genus g is not smaller than the primitive length of the 
general (k + 1)-gonal curve of genus g (for k > 3). 
(0.3) In this section we briefly describe the main facts and tools we will use. As 
before, C is a general k-gonal curve of genus g, and k < [(g + 3)/2], i.e. pi (g) < 0. 
(0.3.1) C has a unique pencil g;, and each base point free pencil g,’ on C with 
p,’ (g) < 0 is compounded of the gi ([ACl], Thm. 2.6). Looking at complete pen- 
cils we thus have that W,’ is a point (smooth since dim(2gi) = 2), and W,’ = 
W,’ + W, -k for k 5 n < (g/2) + 1. In particular, W,’ is irreducible of dimension 
n-kifp,‘(g) <O. 
(0.3.2) In M, the locus of points corresponding to curves which are non-trivial 
covers of bounded degree of non-rational curves is a finite union of constructible 
subsets of dimension at most 2g - 2 (cf. [L]). Since dim(M,,+) = 
3 g - 3 + p; (g) = 2g + 2 k - 5 we see that C (corresponding to the general ele- 
ment of Mg,k ) is not a non-trivial cover of a non-rational curve. To put it more 
classically: C has no irrational involutions. 
(0.3.3) Our main tool in this paper is based on the following construction. Choose 
some fine moduli space, S, say, of curves of genus g (e.g. with a level-n-structure, 
n > 3), and let rr : X -+ S be the associated universal family of curves. 
For a smooth projective surface X and a linear series P on X we denote by 
Horn!(x) the contravariant functor from the category of quasi-projective S- 
spaces to the category of sets defined as follows. 
(Horn!(r)) (4) := .ZF’/ N where 4 : T -+ S is a quasi-projective S-space, 
3 := {F: X xs T + X x T a T-morphism such that for each closed point t of T 
the fibre Ft of F over t is generically injective with Ft(Xo(,)) E P’} 
FI - F2 if and only if there is a T-isomorphism h : X x s T + X x s T such that 
F2 = F, oh. 
By [G], this functor is represented 
denote by h!(r) 4 S. Then, if M 
with dim M > g we have 
dim M 5 (I? - Kx) + g - 1 
by a quasi-projective S-scheme which we 
is an irreducible component of &F(n) 
where r E 5’ and (.) denotes the intersection number on X. This inequality for 
dim M is stated in [Cl] but the result comes from [ACl]. 
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(0.4) For the notations used in this paper we refer to [CKM]. So the linear series 
gi + g,“, mgj, 18: + DI, ID - gil on C (if m E N and D is a divisor on C) all are 
complete even if gi is not. In particular, we have to distinguish between ]gI; + DI 
and its subseries g: + D. If gi, . . . , g,, resp. D1, , D, are linear subseries resp. 
divisors in a linear series gi then (gl , . . . ,gn) resp. (01, . . , Dn) is the linear span 
of these series resp. divisors in the projective space g;. (So (gl, . . . , g,) is the 
intersection of all linear subspaces of gi containing gi U . . . U gn.) For 0 5 n E Z 
we let C(“) denote the n-th symmetric product of C; the elements of C(“) are the 
effective divisors of C of degree n. As usual, W& denotes the variety of special 
divisors of degree d and (projective) dimension at least Y on the Jacobian of C 
(Wd := W:, and W&li = {K} is the canonical point associated to ]&I if C has 
genus g). pi(g) := g - (Y + l)(g - d + r) is the Brill-Noether-number. 
Almost always C is the general k-gonal curve of genus g (g 2 4; k > 2). 
1. MULTIPLES OF THE g; 
For m = 0 the following result is proved in [B], using a different technique. 
(1.1) Proposition. Let C be the general k-gonal curve of genus g (k > 2), 0 5 m, 
n E z such that g > 2m + n(k - 1) and let D E C(“). Assume that there is no 
E E g; with E 5 D. (For example, this holds ifm < k.) Then dim Ingk + DI = n. 
Proof. For n = 0 this follows from (0.3.1). So we assume n > 1. 
(1.1.1) Let C be any smooth curve possessing a complete and base point free gi 
and D E C@) such that (D - gi I = 8, dim Ingi + DI > n and such that Ingi + DI 
is base point free and simple. Then we can construct a plane model of C as follows. 
Take Al, AZ; Fl, . , Fn- 1 E gi general and G E Ing: + DI general. Let Di := 
Ai+F~+...+F~_l+Dfori=1,2.Considerthenetg,2k+,:=(D1,02,G)C 
Ingk + DI spanned by D1, D2 and G. Since Ingl + DI is base point free and simple 
so is gik + m. Let C ’ be the plane model of C determined by g,:, + m. 
Sinceg~+Fl+...+Fn_1+D=(D,,D2)~g~~+,theplanecurveC’hasa 
singular point s of multiplicity (n - 1) k + m such that the pencil of lines through 
s induces the gi on C. In particular, there is a line Li in P2 through s corre- 
sponding to Fi E gi, for i = 1,. , n - 1. Let V’ : X’ -+ P2 be the blowing up of 
P2 at s and let E’ be the exceptional divisor on X’. Then r’ denotes the proper 
transform of C ’ s P 2 on X ’ and L6 (resp. L’, , , L’,, _ 1) the proper transform of 
a general line of P 2 (resp. of L 1, . , L, _ 1) on X’. The curve r’ is contained in 
the linear series P’ := I(nk + m) L\ - ((n - 1) k + m) E’I. 
The intersection of r ’ with E’ (resp. with L:, 0 < i < n) gives rise to the divisor 
Fl + + F+_I + D (resp. Fi) on C. But L: (i > 0) and E’ intersect transversally 
at exactly one point qi, and so qi is a singular point of r ’ of multiplicity k. 
Let v : X + X’ be the blowing up of the surface X’ at these points 41, . . , qn _ 1 
and let El, . . , E, _ 1 be the associated exceptional divisors on X. By LO (resp. 
r, E) we denote the proper transform of L\ (resp. r’, E’) on X. We then have 
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n-1 
TEP:= (nk+m)&-((n-l)k+m)E- C kE,. 
i= 1 
(1.1.2) After these preliminaries we turn to a proof of the Proposition. So assume 
that the statement of the Proposition is not true. Then there are 0 5 m E & n E N 
with g > 2m + n(k - 1) such that for a curve C corresponding to the general 
point of M,,k there exists D E Cc”) with ID - g; 1 = 0 and dim Ingi + DI > n. We 
may assume that Ingl + DI is base point free. If it is not simple then, by (0.3.2) it is 
compounded of a pencil, gj, say. But there exists an effective divisor F on C such 
that gi + F C lngd + DI, and so gi is compounded of the gi. By (0.3.1), then 
gj = gk. If m # 0 this contradicts the fact that D does not contain an element of 
g; while in the case m = 0 we obtain a contradiction to dim(ngi) > n. So, by 
(l.l.l), we can construct plane models of C using two-dimensional linear sub- 
series of Ingi + Dl. 
The Grassmannian Gr(2; Ingd + 01) parametrizes two-dimensional linear 
subspaces of Ingi + DI. Consider the rational map 
0 : (gL)n-l x lngd + III ---i Gr(2; Ingi + Dl), 
definedbyO((F,,...,F,_I),G)=(Gu(gk’+F~+...+F,_1+D))(cf.(1.1.1)). 
The two-dimensional linear subseries we considered in (1.1.1) give rise to a dense 
quasi-projective subset of the image Z of 0. Moreover, for a general element y in 
Z, (F~,...,Fnpi) E (gk) * ‘- ’ is completely determined by y while G varies in an 
open subset of the two-dimensional linear subspace y of Ing: + DI, and so 
dim O-‘(y) = 2. Since dim Ing; + DI > n + 1 this implies 
dimZ>(n-l)+(n+l)-2=2n-2. 
A general element y of Z gives rise to a plane model C’ for C with a singular 
point s of multiplicity (n - 1) k+m, as in (1.1.1). Hence, fixing s, from y we 
obtain a &dimensional family of models for C on X ’ belonging to IFD ‘. Each such 
model defines a closed point on Horn!:(~). Varying y in Z and C in some irre- 
ducible component of the inverse image of Mg,k in our fine moduli space S of 
curves of genus g (cf. (0.3.3)) we obtain a quasi-projective subset P’ C Horn!:(=) 
of dimension at least 
dim M, k +dimZ+6>(2g+2k-5)+(2n-2)+6 
=2g+2k+2n-1. 
Each point on P’ induces n - 1 points 41, . , qn _ 1 on E’ as explained in (l.l.l), 
’ (n-1) and so we obtain a morphism v : P’ + (E ) Let P be a non-empty fibre of v, 
andletv(P) =ql +...+q,_i.Wethenhave 
dimP>dimP’-(n-1)>2g+2k+n. 
Blowing up X ’ at 41, . , qn ~ 1 as we did in (1.1.1) we get a quasi-projective 
irreducible subset M of&!(r) of dimension 
dimA > 2g+2k+n. 
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In particular, dim M > g. Hence (0.3.3) implies that, for r E $, we have 
dimM<(L-Kx)+g-1 
K 
n-1 
= (nk+m)Lo-((n-l)k+m)E- C kEi 
r=l 
n-1 
3L0-E- C Ei 
1) 
+g-1 
i=l 
=3(nk+m)-((n-l)k+m)-(n-l)k+g-1 
=(n+2)k+2m+g-l<2g+2k+n 
since we assume g > 2m + n(k - 1). 
This contradiction proves Proposition (1.1). q 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition (1 .l) we have the 
(1.2) Theorem. Let C be the general k-gonal curve of genus g (k > 2). If g > 
n(k - 1) + 2 then ng; is a primitive linear series g,$. In particular, the number 
n(k - 2) belongs to the Clifsord sequence of C. 
Proof. By Proposition (1.1) (or by [B]) we have dim(ngd) = n. If ngi is not prim- 
itive there is a point P E C such that dim Ingi + PI = n + 1. Taking m = 1 in 
Proposition (1.1) we obtain a contradiction. q 
For k 5 3 there are no other primitive series on C besides those found in 
Theorem (1.2) and their dual series (cf. [CKM]). However, we will see that the 
situation is quite different if k > 3. 
2. BRILLPNOETHER-THEORY FOR PENCILS 
In this 0 we want to study the structure of W,’ (n < g - 1) for the general k- 
gonal curve of genus g (k > 3). In case p;(g) 2 0 this is the matter of Brill- 
Noether-theory, for the general curve of genus g. 
(2.1) Recall that on any curve C of genus g an irreducible component of W,’ has 
dimension at least p,‘(g) = 2 (n - 1) - g, and that dim W,’ = p,‘(g) implies 
dim W,:, = p,‘, , (g), for n 5 g. (Cf. [ACGH], VII, ex. C.) If C is k-gonal we have 
dim W,’ > n - k since W,’ + W, _ k C Wnl, and so dim W,’ = p,’ (g) is only pos- 
sible for n > g + 2 - k. 
(2.1.1) Lemma. Let C be a k-gonal curve of genus g > 4k - 5. Assume that 
dimWkl=OandW,‘= Wkl+Wn-~forallnwithk<n<2k-2. Letk<n< 
g - 1 and dim W,’ # p,‘(g). Then dim W,’ = n - k, and W,’ + Wn-k consists ofall 
irreducible components of W,’ of dimension n - k. 
Proof. For n < 2 k - 2 the assertion is trivial, by hypothesis. So let 2 k - 2 < 
IZ < g and dim W,’ # p,‘(g). Then dim W,’ = n - 2 - j for some j > 0, by 
Martens’ theorem (cf. [ACGH]). Note that n - 2 -j = dim W,’ > p,‘(g) implies 
thatn Ig- 1 -j. 
AssumethatdimW,‘>n-kfl. Thenn-2-j>n-k+l,i.e.k>j+3. 
So n > 2 k - 2 > 2j + 2, and since g > 4 k - 5 > 4j + 3 Matelski’s theorem ([HI) 
gives us dim W,)+2 = j. But 2j + 2 < 2k - 2, and so our hypothesis says 
wij+2 = W,’ + W2j+2 _k. Since dim W,’ = 0 we obtain the contradiction 
j=dimW’ 21+2=2j+2-k,i.e.k=j+2. 
Thus we have dim W,’ = n - k. Since dim W,’ = n - 2 -j we get k = j + 2 and 
therefore 2j + 2 = 2 k - 2. So, by hypothesis, W,’ = W,’ + W, _k for k < m < 
2j + 2, and by Matelski’s theorem (cf. [HI, remark l), for 2j + 3 < m 5 n the 
subvariety W,‘_, + W’ of W,’ contains all irreducible components of W,’ of 
maximal dimension. In particular, W,’ + W, ~ k consists of the irreducible com- 
ponents of dimension n - k of W,' q 
By (0.3.1) the lemma applies to the general k-gonal curve of genus g > 4 k - 5. 
So W,’ + WnPk is then the only irreducible component of W,’ of maximal 
dimension unless dim W,’ = p,‘(g) in which case Wnl is equidimensional. How- 
ever, for the general k-gonal curve we can prove a much better result: 
(2.2.1) Theorem. Let C he thegeneral k-go&curve ofgenus g (k < [(g + 3)/2]). 
Then any irreducible component Z of W,’ (n 5 g) with Z # W,’ + W, -k has 
dimension dim Z = pi (g). 
Proof. Let dim Z > p,’ (g). Shrinking n if necessary we may assume that the 
general point z of Z corresponds to a base point free (and complete) linear series 
g,‘(=). 
Let D resp. E be a general divisor in gi resp. g,’ (z). The two intersecting lines 
D+g,‘(z) andg; + E in g; + g,’ (z) span a two-dimensional linear subseries y of 
gi + gi (z). Since Supp(D) f’ Supp(E ) = 4 and C E Mg,k is general the series y is 
base point free and simple thus giving rise to a morphism f ’ : C -+ P 2 whose 
image r ’ is a plane model for C of degree k + n. Since D + g,‘(z) and gi + E are 
contained in y we have thatf ‘(Supp(E )) = p andf’(Supp(D)) = q are points of 
multiplicity n and k of r’, respectively. The pencil of lines through p resp. q 
induces the gi resp. g,’ (z) on C. 
Fixing p and q in P2 we obtain a 4-dimensional family of such plane models 
associated to y. The choice of D E g: and E E g,‘(z) gives rise to a two-dimen- 
sional family of such linear subseries y of gl + g,’ (z). So we obtain a 6-dimen- 
sional family of such plane models associated to z E Z. Now, varying z in Z we get 
a family of dimension dim 2 + 6 > p,’ (g) + 7 of such plane models for C, and 
varying C in M,,k we finally obtain a family of dimension at least 
dim M,, k + p,’ (g) + 7 = g + 2 k + 2 n of such plane curves of degree k + n and 
geometric genus g. 
Let v : X + P2 be the blowing up of P2 at p and 4, and let EP and Eq be the 
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exceptional divisors on X with v(E,) = p and v(&) = q. By LO resp. r we denote 
the proper transform of a general line of IFD2 resp. of r’ on X. Clearly, r is con- 
tained in the linear series P := ](k + n) Lo - nE, - kE,( on X. 
By what we said before we obtain an irreducible closed subset A4 of -1 (T) 
with dim A4 > g + 2 k + 2 n. On the other hand, by (0.3.3) we have 
dimA < (((k +n) Lo - nE, - kE,) (3L0 - EP - E4)) +g - 1 
=3(k+n)-n-kfg-l=g+2k+2n-1, 
a contradiction. q 
From (0.3.1) we know that W,’ = W,’ + W, _ k for the general k-gonal curve of 
genus g if p,’ (g) < 0. For p,‘(g) > 0 we have what ‘is to be expected’: 
(2.2.2) Theorem. Let C be the general k-gonal curve of genus g, 3 5 k < 
[(g-t 3)/2]. Then W,’ # W,’ + w-k (n 5 8) ifp,‘(g) L 0. 
Remark. For k = 3 the Theorems (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) are well-known (cf. [MS]). 
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Proof. We proceed in several steps, and we will prove slightly more than stated in 
the theorem. Let v : X + P 2 be the blowing-up of P 2 at some two points p and q 
and let (using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem (2.2.1)) P denote the 
linear series I(k + n) LO - nE, - kE41 on X. We assume k > 4. 
Step I: IF’ contains an irreducible curve ro of geometric genus zero with ordinary 
nodes as its only singularities. So TO has exactly 
So:=i((k+n-l)(k+n-2)-k(k-l)-n(n-l))=(n-l)(k-1) 
nodes. 
To prove this, write Gj = GjI;( p’) for the space parametrizing linear series 81; on 
P’. Consider T C $ x G,f x GE x G,f with (g,‘,g,‘, D, E) E T if and only if 
1 D E gi and E E g, . Let G be the image of the rational map 
T --+ G;+n : k;,g;>W) +-+ k; +E,g,’ +D). 
Clearly 6 is irreducible of dimension 
It is not difficult to see that the general element of s is base point free and simple 
thus giving rise to a rational curve belonging to $. Using the arguments from the 
closing pages of [AC21 it can be proved that this rational curve has ordinary nodes 
as its only singularities. 
Step 2: Consider the linear series L := I(k + n - 6)Lo - (n - 2)E, - (k - 4)E,I 
on X. Using the proper transform of k - 4 lines through q and n - 2 lines through 
p in P 2 it is easily seen that we can apply Lemma 3 of [C2] to compute dim L on 
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the rational surface X. Thus we have s := dim C = (C. - K,v) + p,(C) - 1 where 
p,(C) is the arithmetic genus of C, and we obtain 
s = (3(k + n - 6) - (n - 2) - (k - 4)) 
+$((k+n-7)(k+n-8)-(n-2)(n-3)-(k-4)(k-5)) 
-l=(n-l)(k-3)-l. 
Let TO be a general rational curve in P (Step 1) and let pi, . . ,p;lo be the nodes 
of ro. For 1 5 i 5 SO let C(p,, . . ,pl) = {A E C : pj E A forj = 1,. . , i} be the 
linear subseries of C consisting of the divisors in C with assigned base points 
Pi,. ‘. ,Pl. 
We will show that (after renumbering the nodes if necessary) we have 
C(pi, . ,ps+l) = 0, i.e. pi, . ,ps+l impose independent conditions on C. 
In fact, since it concerns linear conditions, it is enough to prove that 
C(pi,. ,pi-I) # C(pl,. . ,pl) for 1 I i 5 st 1. 
If this would not be true we would have C(pi, . . ,pho) # 0. Taking 
A E .C( ~1,. ,~6~,), LI = (p, q) and two general lines Lz, L3 through q we would 
obtain a canonically adjoint curve v(A) + L1 + L2 + L 3 for v(To) in IP *. But 
since r, is rational this is impossible. 
Step 3: Consider the linear series C’ := I(k + II - 5)Lo - (n - 2)E, - (k - 3)&I 
on X. As before, we get 
s’ := dimC’ = (PI - l)(k - 2) - 1. 
Let 1 5 i I 60 and C’(pl,. . ,pi) = {A E C’ :pj E A for j = 1,. ,i} (where 
~1,. .pho are the nodes of a general rational element in $, as before). If 
1 < S < s + 1, A E ,C(pl, ,p~- 1) \ C(pl, . ,pb) (Step 2) and L is the proper 
transform on X of a general line through q in P 2 we have 
A + C E L’(PI,. ,~h-1) \ L’(P,, . ,P&). 
This implies dimC'(pi, ,ps+ 1) = s’ - s - 1. Then, as in Step 2, we prove 
that (after renumbering ps + 2, . , pho if necessary) 
dimC’(pi,...,pn()=s’-6’ for 1 <S’<s’+l. 
Step 4: We will now apply the main result of [T]. Lets + 1 5 6 5 s’. Again, r, is a 
general rational curve in P with nodes in pi, ,pbo. 
There exists a smooth curve T, a family of effective divisors n c X x T over T, 
sections Si , , Sh of X x T over T and a closed point to E T such that 
llto = ro, Sl (to) = Pl, , Wto) = p6; 
q E Pis irreducible for closed t E T, t # to; 
Sl (t), . , &(t) are ordinary nodes for nf and are the only 
singularities of q. 
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Let r be nr for a general choice of t (closed) in T \ {to} and qi := Si(t) for 
i= l,... , 6. By semi-continuity we obtain from Step 3: 
qq1, ,4s) = 0, dimC’(qi,...,qn) =s’-S. 
Let C denote the normalization of r. The linear series ILo - E,, / resp. I& - JY4] 
induces a base point free pencil gi resp. g,’ on C, and C can be considered as a 
specialization of a general k-gonal curve of genus g. Since g = pa (P ) - 6 = 60 - S 
the inequalities s + 1 1. 6 5 s’ are equivalent to n < g and p,’ (g) > 0. 
Step 5: Let C be as in Step 4. We are going to show that the g,’ found there is 
complete and that W,,’ has embedding dimension p,‘(g) at the corresponding 
point -7 E W,‘. 
To prove this let D E /Kc - g,’ I and let E be a general divisor in g,‘. On the plane 
curve v(r ) the divisor D + E of C is cut by a unique canonically adjoint curve, A 
say. Let L C P2 be the line through q cutting E on v(r). Since A has multiplicity 
at least k - 1 at q and contains at least n other points of L we conclude from 
degil = k + n - 3 that we must have L c A, i.e. A = L + A’ with some plane 
curve A’ of degree k + n - 4. Now, A’ has multiplicity > k - 2 at q and > n - 1 at 
p, and so we have the line (p, q) contained in A’, i.e. A’ = (p, q) + A”. The proper 
transform A” of A” on X is contained in C’(ql, . . . , 46). Thus 
dim ]Kc - g,’ I = dim C’(ql, qh) = s’ - 6, 
and the Riemann-Roth-theorem implies that the g,’ is complete. 
Let 17 E W,’ such that g,’ (2) is our g,‘. We want to show that the Zariski tangent 
space Tz( W,‘) has dimension p,’ (g). It is well known that this is equivalent to the 
statement that 2g,’ is non-special. So assume there exists a divisor, D say, in 
]Kc - 2g,’ 1. Let E ‘, E” be general elements of g,’ and consider the canonical 
divisor D + E’ + E” on C. Let A c P2 be the canonically adjoint curve cutting 
this divisor on V( r ). If L’ resp. L” are the lines in P * through q corresponding to 
E’ resp. E” we see as before that A = L’ + L” + (p, q) + A’, and the proper 
transform A’ of A’ on X belongs to C(ql, . . , 46). But this linear series is empty. 
This contradiction shows that dim T,( W,‘) = p,’ (g). 
Step 6: This final step finishes the proof of Theorem (2.2.2). Let Gj,n be the space 
parametrizing pairs (s,g,‘) with s E S (cf. (0.3.3)) and g,’ a linear series on X, 
(locally this space exists). It is well known (e.g. [AC3], [EH]) that each irreducible 
component of Gi n hasdimension3g-3+pA(g)=2g+2n-5.LetCbethe 
curve considered’in Step 4 and Step 5. There exists a neighbourhood U of C on S 
such that any curve C’ E U admits an irreducible component Z’ of W,‘(C’) 
whose general element z’ corresponds to a base point free pencil and fulfills 
dim T,, ( W,’ (C’)) = p,’ (g). Since C is, by construction, the specialization of a 
general k-gonal curve of genus g we can take C’ a general k-gonal curve. So we are 
done. 0 
(2.2.3) Corollary. Let C be the general k-gonal curve of genus g, 3 5 k < 
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[(g + 3m. Th f en or any n E N with (g/2) + 1 5 n 5 g there is a complete and base 
point free g,’ on C such that 2 g,’ is non-special. 
For k = 3 the only primitive pencils on C are the unique gi and, for even g, the 
complete and base point free pencils g&+, of Brill-Noether-number zero 
([CKM], example 1.2.7). In the next $ we study primitive pencils on C for k > 4. 
3. PRIMITIVE PENCILS 
Following the same strategy as in [CKM] we now study primitive pencils on the 
general k-gonal curve C of genus g, for 3 < k < [(g + 3)/2]. 
By 42 we know that for any n E N with n < g and p,‘(g) 2 0 there is (at least) 
one irreducible component 2 of W,’ of the minimal possible dimension p:(g) 
with 2 # Wi + W,, _ k, and the general element = of 2 represents a complete and 
base point free pencil g,’ (2) on C. Clearly, for n = g this g,’ (z) cannot be primitive 
since Wgl = /c - W, -2. However, 
(3.1) Theorem. Let n < g. Then g,‘(z) isprimitive. 
Proof. Assume g,‘(z) is not primitive, for some n < g, pi(g) > 0. Then there is a 
point P E C such that lg,’ (z) + PI is a base point free and simple net (cf. [CKM], 
(1.1.3)). So we obtain the existence of an irreducible closed subset Y of W,‘, , with 
dim Y > p,’ (g) - 1 and such that 2 C Y - WI, and a general pointy of Y corre- 
sponds to a base point free and simple g,‘, 1(y). (Of course, since Z is an irre- 
ducible component of W,’ we even have dim Y = p,’ (g) - 1.) If g,‘, , ( y) would be 
very ample we would have n = k (the gonality of C ), a contradiction to pi (g) < 0. 
so Y c w;_i + W2, and there exists an irreducible component T of W,‘_ 1 with 
Y C T + W2. Since the index of speciality of a linear series g,‘_ 1 is at least two we 
have T+ WZ g W,‘,,. Thus Y is properly contained in T + WI and dim T > 
dimY-1 >p,‘(g)-2=p,‘_,(g). 
(3.1.1) Claim: T C Wi + W,,-k-1. 
To prove this observe that this is a consequence of (0.3.1) if p,‘_ ,(g) < 0. So 
assumep,‘_,(g) > Oand T g Wi + W,_k-i.Then,byTheorem(2.2.1),dim T = 
p,‘_ i (g) = dim Y - 1, and a general element t of T represents a base point free 
pencil g,‘_ 1(t). Consider the natural map f : T x W2 + T + W,. We have Y 2 
Im(f),andsodimf-‘(Y)>p,‘(g)-l=p,’_,(g)+l.Letpi :Tx Wz-+Tbe 
the projection onto the first factor. Since dim T = p,,‘_ i (g) we conclude that we 
have dim( pr’ (t) f’ f-’ ( Y )) > 1 for t E T general. Thus for general t E T there 
exists a one-dimensional family 3; of effective divisors E of C of degree 2 such 
that 
1 = din&_,(t)) < dimIg,‘_,(t) +El, 
and ]g,‘_ , (t) + E 1 corresponds to a general element of Y for E general in Ft. If Q 
is a base point of ]& - g,‘_ 1 (t) 1, then, for a general choice of E in Frl, we have 
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Q @ Supp(E): Otherwise E = P + Q with P E C general, and we would obtain 
dim I&,(t) + P + Ql = 2 = dim Is,‘_ 1(t) + Ql, a contradiction to the fact that a 
general element of Y corresponds to a base point free g,“, , Thus /Kc - g,‘_ 1 (t) 1 
cannot be a simple series, and so the morphism associated to its base point free 
part is not generically injective. In this way we obtain a non-trivial covering 
h, : C -+ C,. By (0.3.2) we have C, N P’. Since dim [Kc - g,‘_ 1(t) 1 = g - n + 1 we 
therefore have I& -g,‘_ I(t)l = (g - n + 1) gj + B(t) where B(t) is the base 
locusofI& -g,‘_,(t)I,ofdegreeb,say,andd := (2g- 1 -n - b)/(g- n+ l)is 
the degree of h,. 
Assume that [Kc - g,‘_ 1 (t) - gl,’ I # 4. Then g: = gl and b = 2g - 1 : n - 
k(g-nt 1) = (k- l)n- (k-2)g- (k+ l),andweobtain 
&-TC (g-n+11 6 f W(k-1)n-(k-2)~-(k+1). 
This implies ,q_ 1(g) = 2 n - 4 - g 5 (k - 1) n - (k - 2) g - (k + 1) and so 
(k - 3)(n - g - 1) 2 0. Since II 5 g this contradicts k > 4. 
We see that IKc - g,‘_ , (t) - g; 1 = 4. In particular, gl # g;, and so pj (g) > 0, 
by (0.3.1). But from [A], Lemma 4.2 we know that dim lgi + g,‘_ , (t) 1 1 3. Hence, 
by Riemann-Roth, n > g - k + 3. Let dim /Kc - g,‘_ 1 (t) 1 = g - IZ + 1 be at least 
3. Then d < (2g - n - 1)/3 < (g + k - 4)/3. Since p: (g) < 0 (i.e. 2k < g + 2) we 
have (g + k - 4)/3 < (g/2) - 1 and so d < (g/2) - 1 contradicting p:(g) 2. 0. 
Therefore, dim I& - g,‘_ 1 (t)l = g - n + 1 < 2, i.e. n > g - 1. Since we assume 
n < g it follows it = g - 1. Then we have d 5 (g/2), again contradicting P: (g) > 
0. This proves the claim. 
Clearly, the proof of Theorem (3.1) is finished if we can prove the opposite of 
Claim (3.1.1). So we are going to show 
(3.1.2) Claim: T g Wi + Wn_k_l. 
To prove this we proceed as in (1.1.2). Assume T C Wi + Wn-k _ 1. We then 
have the following situation: The general k-gonal curve C of genus g admits an 
irreducible closed subset 
y G w,“,, n (wkl f Wn-kfl) 
of dimension dim Y = p,‘(g) - 1 such that the general point y of Y represents a 
complete, base point free and simple net g,‘, 1 ( y). 
In particular, dim Jgi, 1(y) - g: ) 2 0. So y g ives rise to a birational morphism 
fy from C onto a plane curve C, of degree n + 1 possessing a singular point s of 
multiplicity n + 1 - k (the pencil of lines through s induces the gk on C). Let 
u : X + P2 be the blowing-up of P2 at s and E be the exceptional divisor on X. 
By C; (resp. L) we denote the proper transform of C, (resp. of a general line in 
P 2, on X. Then ci is contained in the linear series 
Clearly, fixing s, from y E Y we obtain an irreducible 6-dimensional subspace 
of m!(n). The variation of y in Y and of C in Mg,k gives rise to an irreducible 
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subset M of Horn! (7r) of dimension dim M 2 (p,‘(g) - 1) + (2g + 2 k - 5) + 6 = 
2n-2+g+2k. 
By (0.3.3), we have 
dimMI(((n+l)L-(n+l-k)E).(3L-E))+g-1 
=2n+l+g+k, 
a contradiction for k > 4. q 
(3.1.3) Corollary. Any natural number n with [(g - 1)/2] 5 n 5 g - 3 occurs in 
the Cl@ord sequence C( C ) of the general k-gonal curve C ofgenus g tfk > 4. 
Recall that Theorem (3.1) and its corollary are false if k = 2 or 3. 
4. THE CLIFFORD SEQUENCE 
In this 3 we want to study the primitive linear series of small Clifford index on 
the general k-gonal curve C of genus g in order to compute the numbers in C( C ) 
which are smaller than [(g - 1)/2]. Clearly, these numbers are multiples of the 
Clifford index k - 2 of C if we can prove the 
(4.1) Conjecture. Any primitive linear series on C whose Cltfkord index is smaller 
than [(g - 1) PI is a multiple of g: or dual to a multiple of gl 
This conjecture is obviously true for k = [(g + 3)/2] and k = [(g + 1)/2]. It is 
also known to be true for k = 2 and k = 3. Our aim is to prove: 
(4.2) Proposition. Conjecture (4.1) is truefor k = 4 and k = 5. 
Proof. We will show that the following set A is empty if 3 5 k < 5: 
A := {gl; primitive: cliff(g;) < [(g - 1)/2], neither gj; nor its dual 
]lyc - gl;] is a multiple of g:}. 
Assume A # 8. Let CO := Min{cliff(gl;): 81; E A}, rg := Min{r: g,‘+Zr E A} 
and do := CO + 2ro. 
We will see that k cannot be 4 or 5 and that rg I (k/2) for k > 6. Our main tool 
in proving this will be Proposition (1.1). Let r denote the dimension of the com- 
plete and base point free linear series gz + g; on C, for gii E A. We distinguish 
two cases: 
(4.2.1) First case: r 5 rg + (k/2) (that is, cliff(g2 + g:) 2 co). 
Then, by the base point free pencil trick, dim(gz - g,‘) > 2 rg - r > rg - (k/2). 
Since gz E A the series ]Kc - (gz - g,‘) ] = 1 (Kc - gj;oo) + gd ] is base point free. 
Hence (cf, [CKM], (1.1.3)) the base point free part n of g2 - g; is primitive 
with cliffn < cliff(gii - g:) < (do - k) - 2(ro - (k/2)) = CO and dim n < rg. 
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So 0 6 A, i.e. n or I& - A] is a multiple of gi. Write n = ]gz - g$ - E] with 
some effective divisor E of degree e > 0 on C. 
Assume that ]Kc - A] = ng:. Then n = dim(ngd) (note that dim(ngL) > n is 
only possible for non-special ngi), and so IZ = dim ]Kc - Al = g - 1 - deg A + 
dim A > g - 1 -(do - k - e) + (ro - (k/2)) = g - 1 - do + (k/2) + rg + e. Since 
]Kc - Al = I& - gl;ou + gi + El = ng,’ we obtain I& - gz + El = (n - 1) g,j. 
Clearly,n-1=dimI~Kc-g;;oD+ElIdimlKc-gl;oOI+e=g-1-do+ro+e. 
So we have 
k 
g-l-do+ro+e>n-1 >g-2-do+Z+ro+e, 
i.e. the contradiction k 5 2. 
Thus we must have A = ngi, i.e. g;i = ](rr + l)g,’ + El, n = dim(ngd) = 
dim A = dim ]gz - g,j I 2 ro - (k/2) and e=degE=do-(n+l)k. Note 
that IE - gi ) = 0 since otherwise n = dim ]gi(y - gi I = dim Ing,’ + El > 
dim((n + l)g,‘) > IZ + 1. 
Assume that g > 2e + (H + l)(k - 1). Then Proposition (1.1) implies rg = 
dim](n+l)g~+E]=n+l,i.e.g~; = lrog; + El. Since dim(rogL) > rg and gz 
is base point free we must have E = 0, i.e. gz = ro g: contradicting g9 E A. 
So we have g<2e+(n+l)(k-1)=2do-2(n+l)k+(n+l)(k-l)= 
2do-(n+l)(k+1).Ontheotherhand,do-2ro=co<[(g-1)/2]andsog> 
2 do - 4 ro + 3. Combining these two inequalities for g we obtain 
(H + l)(k + 1) < 4ro - 4. 
Clearly, this inequality implies rg > (k + 5)/4 and, since rg < (k/2) + II, it also 
implies (n + l)(k - 3) < 2(k - 3) - 2. The latter cannot hold for 2 < k 5 4, and 
for k > 5 we obtain II = 0. Thus (k + 5)/4 5 rg 5 (k/2) + n = (k/2) which is 
impossible fork = 5. 
(4.2.2) Second case: r > rg + (k/2). 
Let r be the primitive hull of glz + gi obtained from g;,” + g; by adding 
the base points of its dual series. Write r = ]gz + gi + D] for some effective 
divisor D of degree d > 0 on C. Then dim r = r + d and so cliff r = 
do+k+d-2(r+d)=do+k-2r-d<do+k-2(ro+(k/2))=do-2ro= 
co. Therefore, r @ A, i.e. r or ]Kc - r( is a multiple of g;. 
Assume that r = ng:. Then n = r + d, IgI;,” + Dl = (n - 1) g;, and we obtain: 
ro + (k/2) + d - 1 < r + d - 1 = n - 1 = dim ]gl;o” + Dl < ro + d, i.e. the contra- 
diction k < 2. 
Thus /Kc - r] = ng; with n = dim ]KKc - r] = dim ]& - gz - gL( = 
g - 1 - do - k + r > g - 1 - do - (k/2) + rg. Since /Kc - 8:: - gi - DI = ng,_! 
we have ]E(c - g$ I = I(n + 1) gi + DI. Observe that ID - g; I = 0 since otherwise 
n=dim]Kc-gz -g~]=dim]ng,‘+D]>n+l. 
Assume that g > 2d + (n + l)(k - 1). Then we obtain from Proposition (1.1) 
that dim ]Kc - gii I = dim I (n + 1) g; + DI = n + 1. In particular, we get 
dim I(& - gz) - g; I = n = dim ]Kc - g;;o” 1 - 1. Thus the base point free series 
[Kc - gz] is not simple. Iff is the morphism of degree m, say, induced by this 
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series the g: is obtained by a projection from the curve f(C ). In particular, m 
divides k. Since m # 1, the curve f(C) is rational, by (0.3.2). So m = k, and 
]& - g2 1 is a multiple of g: contradicting gi: E A. 
Therefore,gi2d+(n_tl)(k-l)-l.Sinced=2g-2-do-(n+l)kwe 
obtain g 5 4g - 5 - 2do - (n + l)(k + 1). On the other hand, CO < [(g - 1)/2] 
implies g > 2 do - 4 YO + 3. Because n > g - 1 - do - (k/2) + ro it follows 
4g-5-2do -(1~+l)(k+1)>g~2d~-4r~+3>2d~-4((k/2)+1+d~- 
g + n) + 3 and so (n + l)(k - 3) < 2(k - 3) - 2. This is impossible for 2 < k 5 5. 
(For k > 6 we have n = 0, and since do < g we get then 1’0 < (k/2) + 1 - 
(g - do) + n I (k/2).) q 
(4.2.3) Corollary. Let g 2 11. Then the general 4-gonal curve of genus g has 
greater primitive length than the general 3- or 5-gonal curve of genus g. 
Conjecture (4.1) should be a consequence of some appropriate kind of Brill- 
Noether-theory for M,, k. So (maybe) it is a challenge for the development of such 
a theory. 
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